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Innovative technology:
going beyond the basics
of IT maintenance
When IT teams can dedicate more time to
innovative projects, the whole company benefits.
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Not just a support desk
PC maintenance is consuming the time of IT departments.
The role of the IT team can, and should, go beyond
keeping devices up and running. And IT professionals
themselves are keen to change the nature of their role,
venturing further than simply ‘keeping the lights on.’

77% OF IT LEADERS

REPORT SPENDING TOO MUCH
Almost 50% of organizations
say balancing daily IT with
improvement projects is the
biggest challenge of 2019.1
To keep pace with the fastmoving tech developments, 89%
of financial leaders feel their
organization should be spending
more on innovation.2
IT professionals want to advance
their IT skills, and 52% will seek
new employment to do this,
according to Spiceworks State of
IT report.1
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TIME ‘KEEPING THE LIGHTS ON’.2

A MAJOR OBSTACLE

TO DIGITAL INNOVATION.
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IT directors report over a
third of companies in the US, UK
and Germany report more than
5000 non-business devices
connect to their enterprise
network every day.4
Without a device management
service, companies can spend
$173,000 a month on device
support, based on an environment
with 10,000 devices.5

The reality of an IT team’s time
Conflict between innovation and IT maintenance is
unsurprising: the number of devices used for work is
growing – there’s expected to be 28.5 billion networked
devices by 2022.3 With multiple operating systems,
vendors and remote devices in use, and in need of
monitoring, the task of maintenance and support will
further strain time and budgets.
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It’s no wonder there’s a strong focus on maintenance: device
downtime can have a significant effect on an organization’s
bottom line. But the price of interrupting IT professionals
from important projects can be equally as significant. When
the majority of time is dedicated to keeping tech running, it
can be at a detriment to innovation, employee enthusiasm
and, ultimately, business productivity.
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28.5
billion

networked devices
expected by 20223

52%

of employees work
away from the
office once a week6
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44%

of IT security
professionals
spend more than
4 hours a day
addressing alerts.7
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Protect, support, repair

Rethinking priorities
Allowing for creativity in the IT department
can enhance all parts of a business. When
organizations prioritize innovation, they see
an average rise of 14% in annual revenue, and
a fall of 12% in operating costs1 – showing the
payback of letting an IT team’s ideas be free
to roam. By releasing IT resource with vendorprovided, business-appropriate services, IT
innovation can get the attention it requires.
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HP Care Packs can optimize productivity
across your organization, freeing up your
IT team’s time, keeping employees up and
running, and safeguarding your investment.
These services are adapted to your exact
devices, with your choice of support levels and
durations, and go beyond standard warranty
for added protection. And they offer lower,
more predictable pricing, versus the costs of
urgent repairs and servicing at the moment
of incident. Plus, they can be easily purchased
along with new devices.
HP’s newest support services, HP Premier
Care Solutions,8,9 makes it even easier to
match services according to your user’s
unique workstyles and devices. Choose from
HP Essential Care, HP Expanded Care and HP
Enhanced Care10 for a comprehensive suite
of services for device protection, support and
repair, so your business gets the service levels
you need for each and every employee.

Services are specifically tailored for mobile
users – a growing trend in the working
environment, with 52% of employees working
away from the office once a week.6 With
HP Premier Care Solutions, employees can
complete tasks without worry, wherever
they’re working from.

“I don’t have any downtime.
If I do have an issue, I use HP
Care Packs and I get nextday delivery and it fixes our
problem. For a company to be
able to deliver something that
fast to an area this isolated is a
big achievement.”
– IT pro, Spiceworks Community
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Productivity, uninterrupted
With direct access to specifically-trained,
knowledgeable professionals and support tools for
prompt response and problem resolution across the
entire device lifecycle, your IT teams can reduce their
workload for device management and focus on new,
innovative ideas for more effective operations.
The benefits can be passed on to your employees, too
– supporting flexible and productive working. Whether
your employees are based in the office, on the go, or
at an offsite location, your users can work with the
confidence that they will experience optimal uptime.
Teams can work efficiently with:
• Onsite services to minimize disruptions, with next
day response from our knowledgeable experts
• Local language support in more than 90 countries
for worry-free travel
• Control over sensitive data, by keeping defective
media when it requires replacement

• R
 emote OS diagnosis and repair, and battery
support services

Plus, with HP Expanded Care, teams also get:
• Accidental damage protection for support when
the unexpected happens
• Data recovery, even when you can’t access
storage media

For higher-level response, HP Enhanced Care offers
additional services for:
• Fast problem resolution to get back to business quickly
• High-level remote assistance and onsite support to
return devices to operating conditions
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Experience minimal downtime
for your employees’ devices, and
maximum uptime for IT innovation.
Find out more about HP Care Packs
and HP Premier Care Solutions.
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